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Project Name
B2B Pay

Country of origin
Germany

Univize

Luxembourg

bNesis

Poland

MyMedBot

Luxembourg

Salonkee

Luxembourg

HOPES

France

Inkspired

Ecuador

IntegerAI

United Kingdom

Metri

Finland

Machinations

Romania

Summary
B2B Pay provides Virtual Bank accounts with their own IBAN for
companies that export to Europe. The companies can use this
virtual accounts to collect payments from 35 European countries
via SEPA and save nearly 80% in transaction fees.
Univize is an online platform that helps students find the right
university. On Univize, prospective university students can
connect with current university students and ask all their
questions about the university and study program.
bNesis simplifies credit application process allowing credit
institution to analyze payment, banking, eCommerce, credit
bureau and social media data of the borrower with the help of
multiple, external scoring engines working simultaneously
MyMedBot is every insulin dependent diabetic’s own medical
emergency personal assistant – working 24/7 – it automatically
informs First Responders, the diabetic’s Followers and bystanders
who rarely know what to do in case of emergency.
Meet Salonkee, the world’s first, smart, AI based and
personalized beauty assistant. Imagine a future without the need
to search for the salon (Hairdressers, Masseurs, Beauty Salons,…)
that fits your needs, but where the right salon finds you.
HOPES aims to be the first social utility platform, that let's you
control the footprint and impact of your energy from generation
to usage for consumers that cares. How were doing that? By
independently collecting SMART data to collectively guide them
towards a new clean energy era
Inkspired (getinkspired.com) is a self-publishing online platform
for emerging writers and readers, where they can connect, read
and write creative stories and book series.
In a general office environment, we have observed many
employees performing mediocre and time-consuming
administrative tasks on their desktops. Our product helps to
remove the burden of these mediocre tasks and increase
employee productivity by using proprietary unsupervised Machine
Learning algorithms to Seek, Learn and Automate tasks.
Metri merges advertising results from different advertising
channels. It puts data together from e.g. Google Analytics, FB, etc.
in order to see which campaigns really work for your business.
Machinations is a cloud-based solution that helps game developers
design digital game systems. This animated diagramming board
and dynamic chart simulations tool can shorten the process of
building mobile game economies by ~40%, in a $94.4B market with
a 20% YoY growth.

